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Abstract 
Trinucleotide repeat expansions (CAG) lead to increase in glutamine residues and hence increase 
in glutamine stretch. This leads to number of neurodegenerative diseases. Therefore, the confor-
mation of poly Q of varying chain lengths has been investigated by quantum mechanical and mo-
lecular dynamics approaches. Glutamine contains amide linkage in the side chain. It is the interac-
tion between side chain amide linkage and the peptide bond of the backbone which dictates the 
conformational behaviour. Some of the glutamine residues adopt phi psi values corresponding to 
poly-L-proline type II structure. Not more than three glutamine residues are found to have the 
same set of ϕ, ѱ values and hence polyglutamine is adopting random coil structure. Car- 
bonyl-carbonyl, CH-O interactions and hydrogen bond formation involving backbone and side 
chain amide chain linkages are found to contribute to the stability of the adopted structure. In 
simulation studies due to interaction of water molecules with the amide linkages the ϕ, ѱ values 
undergo change and this leads to weakening of carbonyl-carbonyl interactions and hydrogen 
bonds. The conformational behaviour of polyglutamine peptides is shown to be chain length de-
pendent and this may provide some insight regarding the aggregation behaviour of proteins con-
taining poly Q stretch. Possibly this is the first systematic study of the conformational behaviour of 
polyglutamine peptides. 
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1. Introduction 
The basic principle of genetics (classical genetics) is transfer of stable mutations to the offspring. For the first 
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time, inheritance of myotonic dystrophy of different nature with increased expressivity and thus earlier onset 
and more severity of the disease in the patients was reported [1]. Similarly, this mode of inheritance was noticed 
for huntington’s chorea, spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy and many types of ataxias. These inherited disord-
ers in the proteins are due to expansions of cytosine adenine guanine (CAG) repeats in the corresponding genes 
and approximately 30 inheritable disorders results from an increase in the number of copies or the stretch; in 
case of trinucleotide repeat expansions [2]. Nine polyglutamine expansions in the proteins have been related to 
protein misfolding resulting in neurodegenerative disorders [3]. The speculation concerning pathogenesis has 
only focussed on the poly Q expansion [4]. Detailed structural information on glutamine peptides has not been 
feasible due to poor solubility of both long and short chain peptides [5]. It is rational to think that expansion of 
glutamine stretch may alter the structure of other domains in proteins i.e., misfolding, aggregation and hence fi-
bril formation.  

The results of conformational studies of polyglutamine peptides containing only glutamine residues or with 
flanking residues at either or both the terminal positions are found to be at variance [6] [7]. Perutz et al., 1994 
claimed that poly Q forms polar zipper structure and suggested its role in binding with the transcription factors 
[8]. Multiple flexible conformations have been proposed from the crystallographic studies [9]. But there are 
some commonalities among these diseases caused by homopolymeric tract expansions i.e., Parkinson’s and 
Alzheimer’s diseases [10]. Generally, the homopolymeric expansions are at the terminal positions of the con-
cerned proteins [11]. Therefore, it is necessary to understand and investigate the conformational behaviour of 
poly Q stretches of varying chain length and their aggregation behaviour of peptides containing only glutamines 
and poly Q having flanking residues at either terminal positions. This problem can be addressed by computa-
tional studies. Here, we report the conformational behaviour of poly Q peptides of chain length 1to16 by both 
quantum mechanical and molecular dynamics simulation approaches with the objectives, 1) do the poly Q 
stretches adopt regular secondary structure or not, 2) is the conformation of the is chain length dependent, 3) 
what is the role of amide linkages in the side chain, 4) what interaction stabilize the adopted structure, v) can the 
network of stabilizing interaction be related to the solubility. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Quantum Mechanical 
To have the knowledge of global, local and low energy minima, the ϕ, ѱ maps and χ maps/potential energy 
curves for the designed peptide of the Ac-Gln-NHMe were constructed by using standard bond lengths and bond 
angles [12] [13]. The energy calculations were carried out using the semi-empirical quantum mechanical method 
PCILO [14] (pertubative configuration interaction using localized molecular orbitals). Energy minimization was 
done by the systematic variation of torsion angles, keeping bond lengths and angles constant. 

The conformational states for higher peptides Ac-(Gln)2-7-NHMe were generated from the knowledge of the 
global, local and low energy minima in the ϕ, ѱ maps and χ curve and their energies computed. The minimiza- 
tion was further refined by varying ϕ, ѱ and χ values in the neighbourhood of the minima so obtained in steps of 
5 and then in 2 degree steps. It may be mentioned that the PCILO result for the peptides containing usual and 
unusual amino acids is in conformity with ab initio results [15] [16] and knowledge-based crystallographic data 
[17] [18]. 

2.2. Molecular Dynamic (MD) Simulations 
Simulation in water provides good deal of information regarding the stability of peptides in terms of non-cova- 
lent interactions. Glutamine stretches are present in the both in cytoplasmic and some nuclear proteins sur- 
rounded by water. Therefore, MD simulations in water can throw light on the conformational behaviour of these 
peptides [19] [20]. The simulations have been performed with GROMACS software (Version 4.0.7) [21] by us- 
ing force field ffG43a1 [22] which is also suitable for peptides containing unusual amino acids [21]. 

Conformational results by QM calculations were used as the starting geometries for MD simulation studies. 
Peptide was placed centrally and box was created at a distance of 1 nm from the surface of the protein orthogo- 
nally. To perform calculations in an NVT (Number of molecules, Volume and Temperature) ensemble [23] with 
spc water model [24], maximum box size and minimum water molecules were selected amongst all the confor- 
mations of a molecule and afterwards, numbers of water molecules were made to be equivalent with –maxsol 
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command in all systems. Convergence value (emtol) was set to 1000 kJ∙mol−1 in energy minimization. The pep- 
tide was solvated with water and simple point charge (SPC) water model was used [23]. 

In order to allow equilibration of solvent around the model sequence, position of all residues was restrained 
for 20 ps at 300 K. MD simulation at 300 K, without any restraints was performed at a constant temperature un- 
der NVT conditions. The periodic boundary conditions were applied in all the three dimensions. Time step used 
was 2 fs [25] using Leap Frog Algorithm [26] and Berendsen scheme [27] was used for temperature control us- 
ing a coupling time constant: τt of 0.1 ps and a reference temperature T0 of 300 K. LINCS algorithm [28] was 
used to restrict all bonds to their equilibrium lengths and the centre of mass motion of the system was removed 
at every step to maintain T0. Pressure was controlled using weak coupling with a time constant of 0.5 ps and a 
reference pressure of 1 Bar. 

For evaluation of coulomb and van der Waals interactions, a cut-off of 0.9 and 1.0 nm, respectively was ap- 
plied. Long-range forces were updated every 10 fs during generation of the neighbor list. Particle Mesh-Ewald 
summation method was used to calculate long-range electrostatic interactions [29]. Initial velocities of all atoms 
were taken from a Maxwellian distribution at the desired initial temperature. Same force field and other para- 
meters were used in methanol. All atoms of the system were considered explicitly [21]. All simulations were 
performed using the NVT ensemble [30]. 

3. Results and Discussion 
Initially the conformation of glutamine model peptides of varying chain lengths of the type Ac-(Gln)n-NHMe 
with n = 1 to 7 have been carried out by quantum mechanical and the results are summarized in Table 1(a) and 
Table 1(b). 

The results in Table 1 clearly depict that the conformational flexibility of glutamine is very limited and has 
preference for two set of ϕ, ѱ values of ~−30, 130 or extended state. Likewise the side chain adopts χ values are 
found to fall in two categories, i.e., ~60, −90, 180 degree or 60, 180, and 180. A molecular view of the model 
dipeptide Ac-Gln-NHMe in the most stable state shown in Figure 1 is stabilized by carbonyl-carbonyl interac- 
tions [31] with do…c = 2.4 Å [32]. In addition, the hydrogen bond between the NH moiety of the backbone and 
carbonyl group of the side chain with χ values of the side chain in the neighborhood of 60, −90, 180 (g, −90, t) 
also contributes to the stability. The model tetra-peptide, Ac-(Gln)3-NHMe also adopt the same set of ϕ and ѱ 
values i.e., approximately −30, 125 stabilized by carbonyl-carbonyl interactions (backbone-backbone and side 
chain-side chain) and CH-O interactions involving carbonyl oxygen of the first residue with γ-methylene group 
of the side chain of first and β, γ methylene group of the third residue (Figure 2). The γ-methylene group of the 
first residues is also involved in CH-O interactions with carbonyl oxygen of the second residue. The side chain 
of the first and third residue with χ values ~60, 180, 180 (g, t, t) is involved in hydrogen bond formations 
through their amide linkages. Interestingly, the side chain of the second residue with χ values of ~ 60, −90, and 
180 is involved in hydrogen bond formation through its carbonyl oxygen with NH moiety of the same residue 
giving rise to a seven member ring. It is due to these interactions poly Q has the tendency to adopt poly-L-pro- 
line type II structure. A molecular view of the peptide depicting all the interactions is shown in Figure 2. 

The conformational results for polyglutamine peptides with chain length 4 to 7 summarized in Table 1 clearly 
indicate that with increasing chain length, the conformational behavior of polyglutamine peptides changes and 
not more than three consecutive residues adopt the same set of ϕ, ψ, ω and χ values. The ϕ, ψ values −35, 120 
are intercepted by ϕ, ψ value corresponding to extended state, with no regular pattern and the conformational 
behaviour is very restricted. The states with ϕ and ψ values corresponding to the regular secondary structures 
(i.e. helices and beta sheets) are found to lay at high energy i.e., do not adopt regular secondary structure like 
helices and beta sheets. In the most stable states of all the peptides the χ values for the side chain of all the resi- 
dues (except the terminal ones) fall in two categories i.e., either of the type g, t, t or of the type g, −90, t. Side 
chains of amino acid residues with χ values of g, t, t type are involved in inter hydrogen bond formation, whe- 
reas side chains of amino acid residues with χ values of g, −90, t form are involved in hydrogen bond formation 
between NH of the amide linkage (side chain) and backbone carbonyl oxygen of the previous residues. The lat- 
ter interaction restricts both the ϕ, ψ value, partially similar to polyproline. A molecular view of the peptide 
Ac-Gln7-NHMe depicting the various interactions i.e., carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between backbone-back- 
bone carbonyl groups and between backbone carbonyl & side chain carbonyl is shown in Figure 3. It is due to 
the interactions between backbone amide linkage and side chain amide, the conformational behaviour is very 
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Table 1. Conformational results for glutamine peptides in terms of ϕ, ψ, ω and χ values in degrees of the type Ac-(Gln)n- 
NHMe with (a) n = 1 to 5, (b) n = 6 & 7.                                                                                  

(a) 

Residues ΔE/ 
kcal/mol 1 2 3 4 5 

−36, 127, −180 
55, −85, 176 - - - - 0.0 

−177, 163, 180 
55, −85, 180 - - - - 2.6 

−34, 127, −180 
60, −85, −180 

−30, 125, 180 
57, −85, 180    0.0 

-34, 127,-180 
60, −85, 180 

−29, 123, 180 
57, −85, −180    0.9 

−33, 128, −180 
70, −166, 180 

−35, 125, 180 
53, −85, −180 

−178, 167, −180 
62, −177, 180 - - 0.0 

−21, 115, 180 
70, −166, −180 

−35, 110, −180 
53, −85, −180 

−150, 163, −180 
62, −177, −180 - - 1.3 

−176, 168, −180 
70, −166, 180 

−67, 122, −180 
52, −85, 180 

−177, 177, 180 
62, −177, 180 - - 2.1 

−171, 172, −180 
70, −166, 180 

−66, 97, −180 
53, −85, −180 

−157, 173, −180 
62, −177, 180 - - 3.9 

−29, 124, 180 
70, −166, 180 

−29, 124, 180 
53, −85, −180 

−28, 128, 180 
62, −177, −180 - - 4.0 

−30, 120, 180 
60, 180, −180 

−30, 120, −180 
60, −90, −180 

180, 180, −180 
−120, −90, 180 - - 6.1 

−174, −170, 180 
54, 176, −180 

−30, 137, 180 
60, −85, 180 

−37, 135, 180 
52, −87, 180 

−150, 169, 180 
62, 180, 180 - 0.0 

−30, 120, 180 
60, 180, 180 

−29, −120, 180 
60, −90, 180 

−30, 120, −180 
60, −90, −180 

149, −180, 180 
60, 180, −180 

−30, 120, 180 
60, −90, −180 0.0 

−173, −173, −180 
57, 177, −180 

−30, 121, 180 
60, −85, 180 

−25, 115, 180 
52, −87, −180 

−120, 173, 180 
60, 178, −180 

−32, 124, 180 
55, −85, 180 1.7 

−33, 128, 180 
5, 177, −180 

−35, 140, 180 
60, −85, 180 

−25, 123, −180 
52, −87, 180 

−88, 175, −180 
60, 178, 180 

−33, 129, −180 
54, −85, −180 3.7 

120, −30, 180 
−60, −90, −180 

−180, −150, −180 
−60, 180, −180 

120, −30, 180 
−60, −90, −180 

120, −30, 180 
−60, −90, 180 

120, −30, 180 
−60, 180, 180 1.7 

129, −33, −180 
−65, −85, −180 

175, −88, −180 
−60, 178, 180 

123, −25, −180 
−68, −87, 180 

140, −35, 180 
−60, −85, 180 

128, −33, 180 
−63, 177, 180 3.7 

(b) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ΔE/ 
kcal/mol 

−31, 122, −180 
58, 178, 180 

−31, 123, 180  
60, −83, −180 

−30, 113, −180  
−72, 172, −180 

−150, −178, 180 
60, −180, −180 

−28, 120, 180 
48, −87, 180 

−32, 125, 180 
54, −85, 180 - 0.0 

−31, 122, −180 
58, 178, 180 

−31, 123, 180 
62, −83, 180 

−30, 113, −180 
52, −87, −180 

−150, −178, 180 
62, −173, −180 

−28, 120, 180 
−170, 95, −180 

−32, 125, 180 
54, −85, 180 - 3.0 

−31, 122, −180 
61, 177, 180 

−31, 123, 180 
61, 63, 180 

−30, 113, −180 
52, −87, −180 

−150, −178, 180 
60, −180, −180 

−28, 120, 180 
46, −87, 180 

−32, 125, 180 
55, −85, 180 - 4.0 

−31, 122, −180 
56, 176, 180 

−31, 123, 180 
57, −85, −180 

−30, 113, −180 
52, −87, −180 

−150, −178, 180 
60, 78, −180 

−28, 120, 180 
48, −87, 180 

−32, 125, 180 
57, −83, −180 - 4.5 

−31, 122, −180 
56, 176, 180 

−31, 123, 180 
64, −83, −180 

−30, 113, −180 
−64, 178, −180 

−170, −178, 180 
60, 172, 180 

−28, 120, 180 
48, −87, 180 

−152, 125, 180 
−70, −67, −180 - 4.7 

−42, 132, 180 
60, −90, −180 

−25, 120, 180 
60, 180, 180 

−37, 127, 180 
60, −90, 180 

−30, 115, −180 
60, −90, −180 

−152, 155, 180  
60, −180, −180 

−35, 125, −180 
60, −90, 180 

−05, 97, 180 
150, −160, −180 0.0 

−42, 137, −180 
60, −85, −180 

−28, 123, 180 
55, 167, −180 

−20, 115, 180 
57, −77, 150 

−61, 138, 180 
50, −87, −180 

−53, 154, 180 
50, 175, 141 

−33, 128, −180 
53, −87, −180 

−09, 103, −180 
−155, −72, −150 2.9 

−42, 139, −180 
60, 85, 180 

−30, 123, 180 
55, 167, 180 

−20, 112, −180 
57, −77, 150 

−65, 143, −180 
50, −87, 180 

−53, 152, −180 50, 
175, −150 

−33, 126, 180 
53, −87, 50 

−175, 110, −180   
−155, −72, −150 5.5 
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Figure 1. A molecular view of the Ac-Gln-NHMe with Φ = −36, Ψ = 127˚ 
depicting the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction, CH-O interaction and hydrogen 
bond formation between amino group and carbonyl oxygen of the side chain 
of the same residue.                                                

 

 
Figure 2. A graphical display of the molecule Ac-Gln3-NHMe displaying the 
backbone-backbone and side chain-side chain carbonyl interactions and 
CH-O interactions and hydrogen bonding.                               
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Figure 3. A graphical view of the peptide Ac-Gln7-NHMe in the most stable 
state showing the different interactions including backbone and side chain 
carbonyl-carbonyl.                                                 

 
restricted, and the peptide adopts compact structure. This may imply that the solubility of the poly Q may in- 
crease in hydrophobic environments. 

4. Simulations 
Preparation of the Starting Geometry for Simulations 
The quantum mechanical results in Table 1 clearly indicate that though the ϕ and ψ values do fall in the allowed 
region of the Ramachandran map, yet polyglutamine peptides do not have the tendency to be populated in single 
conformational state. The quantum mechanical calculations are restricted to small molecules, to prepare starting 
geometries for simulations of glutamine peptide of chain length more than seven, four starting geometries with ϕ, 
ψ values corresponding to different regions in Ramachandran map were considered, i.e., β-strand, inverse colla- 
gen, right handed helix and collagen type. These states were first optimised by Deep-View (SPDBV) [33] at di- 
electric constant of 80 and the optimised structures thus obtained are named as I, II, III, and IV, respectively. 
The ϕ, ѱ values thus obtained for Q16 given in Table 2 and it is obvious from the results that most of the resi- 
dues with starting geometry with ϕ and ψ values, 30, −130 (inverse collagen type) acquire ϕ and ψ values in the 
right handed helical region. The ϕ and ψ values in all the starting geometries undergo change with minimum 
changes for the right handed helical structure. Even, there is a change in the ω values and this has been ex- 
plained in terms of carbonyl-carbonyl interactions and hydrogen bond formation between carbonyl group of the 
backbone and NH2 group of the side chain. 

5. Simulations in Water 
The SPDBV optimized geometries served as starting geometries for simulation studies under NVT conditions 
(i.e., corresponds to thermodynamic equilibrium). The 10 ns simulation results for poly Q6 are given in Table 3 
reveal that the ϕ, ѱ values of the starting geometry II and IV have not opened completely as they still have the 
residues involved in the hydrogen bond formation with ϕ, ѱ values in the helical region. Therefore, these struc- 
tures were further simulated for additional 10 ns. After 20 ns simulations, the ϕ and ѱ value for the starting 
geometries I, II and IV were found to be in the 2nd quadrant of Ramachandran map. The helical structure takes 
longer time for opening i.e. structure III has not opened even for simulation up to 20 ns. These results form the 
basis for simulation studies of larger polyglutamine peptides with starting geometry I. It is due to the interaction 
of water molecule with the carbonyl groups and NH moieties, the ϕ, ψ, ω and χ values undergo changes and 
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Table 2. Optimized geometries obtained for simulation studies for Q16 with different conformational states with ϕ, ψ, ω and 
χ’s values of −130, 130 (I); 30, −130 (II); −57, −47 (III) and −30, 130 (IV) by SPDBV at ε 80.                               

S.No. I II III IV 

1 −, 154, 179 
−95, −61, 157 

−, 151, −174 
−95, −60, 155 

−, −32, −168 
−142, −68, −168 

−, 156, 179 
−94, −60, −158 

2 −131, 138, 169 
−81, −63, 95 

58, 139, −176 
−95, −61, 154 

−41, −37, 174 
−96, −65, 148 

−68, 150, −179 
−103, −71, −144 

3 −125, 81, 179 
−80, −62, 98 

58, −62, 173 
−60, −57, 105 

−56, −43, 176 
−161, −68, 134 

−69, 144, −176 
−140, −57, −85 

4 −83, 71, −180 
−74, −64, 147 

56, −89, 173 
−58, −64, 94 

−69, −40, 169 
−160, −71, 139 

−112, 147, −178 
−125, −74, −98 

5 −79, 67, −176 
−67, −62, 156 

−61, −42, 175 
−159, −68, 135 

−54, −45, 174 
−67, −60, 99 

−106, 136, −174 
−158, −76, −89 

6 −75, 88, 177 
−68, −62, 152 

−62, −41, 175 
−163, −68, 141 

−64, −39, 170 
−62, −58, 136 

−59, 132, −165 
−142, −60, −89 

7 −122, 144, 180 
−73, −65, 93 

−61, −43, 173 
−165, −68, 138 

−57, −45, 174 
−57, −69, −153 

−66, 116, −174 
−62, −64, 97 

8 −131, 139, 169 
−79, −64, 96 

−61, −38, 171 
−66, −67, 95 

−62, −41, 174 
−54, −60, −146 

−58, 148, 168 
−59, −59, 109 

9 −125, 79, 175 
−81, −63, 96 

−62, −43, 172 
−55, −65, −150 

−59, −46, 172 
−52, −50, 103 

67, −31, 178 
−67, −60, 100 

10 −86, 75, 172 
−67, −63, 148 

−57, −44, 174 
−55, −71, −156 

−64, −35, 172 
−93, −61, 137 

−80, 86, −153 
−36, −47, 113 

11 −68, 149, −178 
−88, −61, 154 

−59, −43, 174 
−54, −61, −144 

−61, −47, 172 
−53, −49, 101 

−71, 135, −165 
−145, 74, −92 

12 −128, 135, 169 
−77, −64, 95 

−59, −47, 176 
−50, −49, 106 

−65, −29, 168 
−74, −77, 34 

−62, 140, −169 
−87, −59, 138 

13 −125, 81, 179 
−78, −62, 98 

−63, −76, 175 
−65, −64, 90 

−68, −52, 176 
−80, −85, 82 

−3, 65, −169 
−66, −57, −94 

14 −83, 71, 179 
−74, −62, 150 

−61, −33, 177 
−54, −50, 101 

−59, −39, 169 
−59, −59, 134 

−67, 101, 177 
−58, −71, 90 

15 −78, 85, 174 
−66, −62, 154 

−122, 82, 177 
−68, −69, 88 

−120, 82, 176 
−67, −69, 89 

−76, 82, 178 
−58, −54, 104 

16 −110, −, − 
−62, −61, 155 

−119, −, − 
−67, −69, 88 

−60, −, − 
−77, −81, 189 

−123, −, − 
−66, −72, 89 

 
Table 3. Simulation results under NVT conditions for poly Q6 with different starting geometries.                        

Res No. Starting geometries for simulations 

 I II III IV IV II 

 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 20 ns 20 ns 

1 −, 120, −174 
−170, −51, 96 

−, 151, 177 
−178, −67, 172 

−, 153, 168 
−67, 150, 155 

−, 179, −177 
59, 166, 85 

−, 170, −175 
−88, −166, −91 

−, 144, −174 
−143, 67, −104 

2 −108, 129, 175 
−164, −97, −84 

−14, −76, 178 
−77, −69, −143 

−76, −30, 168 
−53, −79, −84 

−87, 108, −177 
−158, −74, 91 

−152, −78, −170 
−158, 176, 128 

−120, 112, −173 
62, 58, 79 

3 −124, 167, 180 
−79 ,−54, 143 

−150, −24, 171 
−77, −71, 127 

−106, 123, −169 
−178,−167, −105 

−110, 86, 175 
−63, 164, 139 

−56, −36, 167 
166, 75, −100 

−113, 86, −167 
−68, 79, 153 

4 −115, 102, −179 
−78, −142, −74 

−59, −49, −169 
−83, −159, −121 

−155, 157, 178 
63, 74, 100 

−63, 98, 175 
−61, −56, −79 

−154, 115, 175 
−165, −68, 129 

−77, 131, 177 
−164, 106, −97 

5 −130, 144, 167 
−64, −174, 107 

−141, 126, −180 
−72, 90, −136 

−136, 72, −176 
−73, −154, −76 

−106, −61, 162 
−54, 159, −117 

−65, 92, 170 
−51, −59, −84 

−131, 82, 176 
−150, 51, −155 

6 −61, −, − 
−111, 80, −112 

−113, −, − 
−69, 80, −132 

−123, −, − 
−50, −177, 85 

−123, −, − 
−104, −77, 129 

−71, −, − 
−54, −175, −91 

−134, −, − 
−77, −179, −148 

φ, ψ, ω, & χ’ s values in bold, normal and italics respectively. 
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some of the amide/peptide bonds are available for interactions. This may imply that short chain poly Q peptides 
are soluble in water. A fact is consistent with the experimental observations [5]. The structure is stabilized by 
interaction of water molecules with the carbonyl groups and NH moieties both of the side chains as well as of 
the backbone, carbonyl-carbonyl interactions and hydrogen bonding between the side chains amide linkages. It 
is due to these interactions deviation in omega and planarity in the side chain amides ware observed. A molecu- 
lar view of Q6 with ϕ, ψ values corresponding to β-strand after simulation studies with starting geometry-I with 
water molecule within 3Å of the peptide surface depicting the various stabilizing interactions is shown in 
Figure 4. 

Likewise, the simulations were carried out for polyglutamine Q10 and Q16. In simulation studies (Table 4) 
also like the quantum mechanical results, the ϕ and ψ values for not more than three consecutive residues were 
found to be the same. The molecular view of Q10 and Q16 after simulations (with starting geometry-I) with wa- 
ter molecule within 3Å of the peptide surface are shown in Figure 5. Poly Q10 adopts curved structure, whe- 
 
Table 4. Conformational results for Q16 after simulations for 10 ns with different starting geometries.                     

 Starting geometries 

Res No. I II III IV 

1 −, 149, −172 
−145, −176, −83 

−, 152, 172 
170, −92, −65 

−, 124, −171 
−157, −90, 149 

−, 133, 175 
−114, −74, −61 

2 −134, 85, −174 
−76, −170, −149 

−121, 131, 179 
−178, 175, −38 

−53, −58, −178 
−70, 172, 71 

−119, 136, 179 
169, 154, −144 

3 −120, 120, −168 
−154, −66, −92 

−123, 173, −168 
55, 83, 86 

−57, −58, 171 
−175, 51, 113 

−126, 88,162 
−80, 176, 134 

4 60, 36, 176 
−66, −71, −152 

−57, 31, 175 
−168, 63, −150 

−49, −49, 177 
−173, −91, −163 

−60, 163, −178 
−78, −59, 172 

5 −125, 126, 174 
−65, −161, 68 

−73, −39, 75 
−47, 166, 91 

−59, −46, 169 
−91, 162, 142 

−128, 120, 178 
75, −80, −134 

6 −97, 121, −167 
−58, 74, 149 

−66, −45, 168 
−72, 178, 96 

−58, −45, 175 
−162, −143, 93 

−135, 92, 178 
46, −78, 105 

7 −97, −113, 179 
177, 77, 108 

−49, −50, 173 
172, 76, −170 

−56, −47, 166 
−61, −46, 91 

89, 108, 174 
73, −61, −87 

8 −60, 100, −179 
−121, −60, 112 

−65, −42, 166 
−100, −59, 94 

−55, −54, 179 
−51, 175, −76 

−101, 130, 160 
−80, 55, 98 

9 −117, 122, −176 
−73, −56, 90 

−51, −55, 171 
−56, 166, 175 

−57, −73, 178 
−60, −175, 125 

65, 75, 170 
−78, 57, −119 

10 −114, −39, −179 
−165, −162, −60 

−57, −55, 178 
−81, 171, −97 

−72, −71, −177 
−91, 57, −109 

−179, −172, 153,  
−170, 94 

11 −94, 141, 178  
158, −151, −83 

−50, −45, 178 
−70, −176, 121 

−56, −35, −177 
−73, 54, −144 

−97, 137, −163 
−158, 173, −93 

12 −126, 113, −171  
177, −174, 72 

−69, −26, 171 
−63, 166, 39 

−90, −71, −178 
−155, −73, −51 

65, 93, 171 
−49, −66, −56 

13 −112, 154, −174 
−92, −152, −147 

−63, −76, −176 
−66, 174, 88 

−68, −46, −162 
−71, 174, 138 

−110, 125, −170 
−66, −173, 58 

14 −80, 61, 159 
−149,−179, −139 

−48, −53, −174 
−173, −83, 96 

−94, −53, −171 
−173, −179, −90 

−114, 99, 176 
−153, −71, −1 

15 −114, 109, 179 
−48, 82, −144 

−127, 150, 178  
46, 72, −155 

−87, 139, −176 
−84, 62, −133 

−106, 136, −168 
−118, −45, −65 

16 −110, −, − 
−88, 70, −143 

−126, −, − 
−81, −176, −124 

−112, −, − 
−67, −69, 102 

−68, −, − 
−157, 148, −112 
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Figure 4. A molecular view of the peptide Q6 after simulations 
with starting geometry I with water molecules within 3 Å of the 
peptide surface adopts a beta strand like structure.             

 

 
Figure 5. A graphical views of Q10 and Q16 after 10ns simulations with 
water molecules within 3 Å of the peptide surface clearly depict that the 
conformational behaviour is purely chain length dependent.              

 
reas, in poly Q16 structure has the bends at the terminals positions. Both these structures are different from the 
structure of poly Q6, i.e., the conformational behavior of the glutamines peptides is chain length dependent. The 
ϕ and ψ values for Q16 as apparent from the table do not correspond to β-strand. These structures are stabilized 
by carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between 1) the backbones carbonyls 2) the backbone & side chain carbonyls 3) 
hydrogen bond formation involving backbone and side chain amide linkages. The network of these interactions 
is more in Q16. These interactions between the hydrophilic moieties eventually leads to decrease in hydrophilic 
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character of glutamine residues and this observation is in consistent with the experimental finding that solubility 
of the poly Q decreases with increasing chain length. 

6. Conclusion 

The quantum mechanically and simulation results predict that the conformational behavior of polyglutamine is 
dictated by the interactions between the peptide bond of the side chain amide linkages. The conformational be- 
havior of poly Q is found to be chain length dependant. The quantum mechanically results predict the conforma- 
tional behavior of polyglutamine is found to resemble poly-L-proline type II. The polyglutamine structures are 
stabilized by various interactions like carbonyl-carbonyl, CH-O and hydrogen bonds. This study will form the 
basis to arrive at the structures of large poly Q peptides and hence their aggregation behavior. 
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